The WJ-III Basic Reading Score is a composite of the WJ-III Letter-Word Identification 1 and WJ-III Word Attack subtests [4] . The WJ-III Letter Word Identification subtest is an 2 untimed measure of reading increasingly complex English words aloud. The Word Attack 3 subtest is a decoding measure of nonwords or pseudowords in isolation. For each subtest, the 4 total number of words read correctly is converted into a standard score based on age norms and 5 then converted to a z-score (Table S2 ). The WJ-III Basic Reading composite was used for 6 downstream analysis.
7

DNA Collection, Genotyping, and Analysis
8
Saliva was collected from each GRaD subject using the Oragene-DNA self-collection kit 9 (OG-500; DNA Genotek Inc, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada). DNA was extracted using prepIT-L2P
10
(DNA Genotek Inc, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada). Subjects were successfully genotyped for 11 2,391,739 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) using the Illumina Infinium Omni2.5-8
Principal components (PCs) derived from genome-wide SNP data were used to correct 1 for genomic inflation due to allele frequency differences across different ancestries (population 2 stratification) were computed using EIGENSTRAT [6] ( Figure S1 ). Visual inspection of a scree 3 plot depicting the cumulative percent explained by each successive PC was used to determine the 4 number of PCs needed for ancestry correction ( Figure S2 ). A bend in the plot plus the 5 subsequent PC dictated the number of PCs used. Adequate correction for population 6 stratification was evaluated using a genomic inflation factor (λ) calculated using the R package 7 GenABEL and PLINK v1.9 [7] . A λ factor below the standard threshold of 1.05 indicates 8 sufficient correction for population stratification. For the full GRaD sample, three PCs were used 9 as covariates to correct for population stratification ( Figure S1 and S2A).
Hispanic American and African American ancestry in the GRaD sample was determined 11 based on genetic similarity to 1000 genomes reference populations ASW (Americans of African An independent set of genetic ancestry specific PCs in the GRaD sample, stratified based 1 on cluster identity with 1000 genomes populations AMR and ASW, were generated using 2 EIGENSTRAT. The first three and first two PCs were used to correct for population Multivariate genetic analysis jointly analyzing RAN Objects, RAN Letters, and RAS
7
Letters/Numbers for pleiotropic effects was conducted using the R package MultiPhen [8].
8
MultiPhen allows for the simultaneous examination of multiple correlated traits using a reversed 9 gaussian regression to determine the linear combination of traits most associated with specific 10 genotypes at each SNP. It then performs a log likelihood ratio test on the joint model against the 11 null model to evaluate association. All statistical models using the full GRaD sample were genome-wide multivariate GWAS, we used the standard threshold of 5 × 10 -8 (Bonferroni replication SNPs were imputed with high confidence.
10
The sample of twins and siblings available for this study comprised 749 participants in 11 total, mean age 11.7 years, age range 8-19, from 343 unrelated twinships/sibships (Table S1 ).
12
For the present study, only participants of European descent were analyzed and one child per 13 twinship/sibship were randomly selected for analysis based on the availability of RAN and 14 genetic data. The total sample size for replication analysis was 318 unrelated individuals.
GenoSkyline is an unsupervised learning framework that predicts tissue-specific H3k9me3, H3k27ac, H3k9ac) and calculates a posterior probability score (GS score) that a given 7 genetic coordinate is functional. A GS score of "1" suggests that the genomic region of interest is 8 functional within the given tissue type, while a score of "0" suggests no functional significance. call rate <95%, HWE <0.0001, and MAF < 5%.
10
In depth descriptions of methods for neuroimaging data acquisition and processing for the 11 PING study are described elsewhere [28] . Briefly, structural MRI data were collected from all 12 individuals using a standardized multiple-modality high-resolution structural MRI protocol 13 involving 3D T1-weighted volumes across sites to maintain consistency across data collection.
14 Image files in DICOM format were processed by the neuroimaging post-processing core at the Figure S9: Pre-calculated GS scores (blue) from GenoSkyline for whole brain, angular gyrus, prefrontal cortex, cingulate gyrus, anterior caudate, hippocampus, inferior temporal gyrus, and substantia nigra. A GS score of "1" suggests that the genomic region of interest is functional within the given tissue type, while a score of "0" suggests no functional significance. Top 10 markers from a meta-analysis of ethnicity specific GWAS on a latent naming speed variable for RAN Objects, RAN Letters, and RAS Letters and Numbers in Hispanic American and African American participants in the GRaD study. Markers were assigned to genes if they fell within the canonical gene body as described by 1000 Genomes Project, Phase 3 (v80 GRCh37). CHR = chromosome, BP = Base Position, MAF = Minor Allele Frequency, Z-score = combined z-statistic, P-value = meta-analysis pvalue, Direction = summary of effect direction for each sample, HetISq = I 2 statistic which measures heterogeneity on scale of 0-100% across samples, HetPVal = P-value for heterogeneity statistic. 
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